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Purpose: Small-N studies are the dominant study design supporting evidence-based interventions in
communication science and disorders, including treatments for aphasia and related disorders. However,
there is little guidance for conducting reproducible analyses or selecting appropriate effect sizes in
small-N studies, which has implications for scientific review, rigor, and replication. This tutorial aims to
(1) demonstrate how to conduct reproducible analyses using effect sizes common to research in aphasia
and related disorders and (2) provide a conceptual discussion to improve the reader’s understanding of
these effect sizes.

Methods: We provide a tutorial on reproducible analyses of small-N designs in the statistical program-
ming language R using published data from Wambaugh et al. (2017). Additionally, we discuss the
strengths, weaknesses, reporting requirements, and impact of experimental design decisions on effect
sizes common to this body of research.

Results: Reproducible code demonstrates implementation and comparison of within-case standardized
mean difference, proportion of maximal gain, Tau-U, and frequentist and Bayesian mixed-effects mod-
els. Data, code, and an interactive web-application are available as a resource for researchers, clinicians,
and students.

Conclusion: Pursuing reproducible research is key to promoting transparency in small-N treatment
research. Researchers and clinicians must understand the properties of common effect size measures to
make informed decisions in order to select ideal effect size measures and act as informed consumers of
small-N studies. Together, a commitment to reproducibility and a keen understanding of effect sizes can
improve the scientific rigor and synthesis of the evidence supporting clinical services in aphasiology
and in communication sciences and disorders more broadly. :::
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Reproducibility in small-N treatment research: a tutorial using examples from aphasiology

Researchers make many choices in the design, conduct, and reporting of their research. These “re-
searcher degrees of freedom” are inherent to the scientific method, but have the potential to increase
false-positive findings, inflate effect sizes, and impair successful replication (Simmons et al., 2011).
Study pre-registration, sharing of data and analysis scripts, and replication efforts are potential solu-
tions for methodically integrating these researcher degrees of freedom within the scientific endeavor.
However, sharing of reproducible analysis scripts and data, which promotes transparency in scientific
decision-making, remains scarce in Communication Sciences and Disorders (CSD), as acknowledged
by this special issue. Reasonable concerns about confidentiality, substantial training investments re-
quired, and/or lack of guidance for best practices may contribute to low rates of data and code sharing.
Nonetheless, a lack of transparency negatively impacts the scientific review, replication, synthesis, and
real-world impact of research in CSD. It is essential that the field increases the uptake of open science
practices and fosters inclusiveness and constructive guidance while doing so.

One areawhere this lack of transparencymay have a large impact is in small-N treatment studies. Small-
N studies, including experimental and non-experimental single-case designs (also referred to as single-
subject designs) and within-subject case series designs, are the “dominant” intervention design across
the field of CSD (Murray et al., 2013; Togher et al., 2009). Small-N studies typically focus on treatment
response at the individual level and establish experimental control within each participant rather than
via a control group (Thompson, 2015). While single-case experimental studies typically include at least
2-4 participants, these designs are often extended to within-subject case-series designs with upwards
of thirty participants (e.g., Gilmore et al., 2020), which are useful for testing psycholinguistic theories
and exploring individual differences in treatment response (Nickels et al., 2015).

In contrast to group-level studies (e.g., randomized controlled trials), small-N designs confer advan-
tages such as reduced cost, lower recruitment demands (Kratochwill & Levin, 2014), and the ability to
evaluate patterns of treatment response at the individual level. They can offer a cost-effective means
of piloting novel interventions as a precursor to large-scale trials while minimizing concerns related
to statistical power. Insights into individual-level responses to treatment are also crucial for studying
heterogeneous populations and for clinical providers who provide intervention at the individual level
(Portney & Watkins, 2015).

However, statistical analysis of small-N studies varies widely, and there is little guidance for the se-
lection, implementation, and reporting of reproducible analyses in small-N studies. Effect sizes, which
characterize the magnitude of treatment response, are a particular source of consternation and disagree-
ment (Howard et al., 2015). The choices researchers make in selecting and implementing effect size
measures can influence outcome interpretation and negatively affect study replication. Moreover, these
choices are often insufficiently reported or acknowledged, such that their impact on study reproducibil-
ity and replication is not readily apparent.

To address these challenges, this tutorial has two aims: (1) Provide a guide to conducting reproducible
analyses of small-N treatment studies using the statistical programming language R (R Core Team,
2020) and (2) Discuss how the selection and implementation of effect sizes can affect the interpretation,
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replication, and synthesis of small-N studies, with a focus on the rich history of small-N studies in
aphasia and related disorders. To achieve these aims, we reanalyze published data from a recent series
of multiple-baseline single-case experimental design studies on Sound Production Treatment for post-
stroke apraxia of speech and aphasia (Wambaugh et al., 2014, 2016, 2017).

This work is not intended to provide a comprehensive tutorial on small-N experimental design
methodology, statistical programming, or the analytical methods within (e.g., mixed-effects models or
Bayesian statistics). For each of these, we provide recommendations for further reading throughout
the paper. Instead, our intent is that this paper will serve as a practical starting place for researchers
engaged in small-N studies to begin incorporating reproducible analyses into their regular workflow.
Moreover, we hope that this work will enable researchers to make more informed choices of effect sizes
and help researchers and clinicians be more informed consumers of small-N design methodology.

Reproducibility in small-N designs

Reproducibility is defined as consistently producing the same results from the raw data gathered in
a study (Nosek & Errington, 2017). In the small-N design context, reproducibility requires a well-
documented processing stream that begins with individual session-level data collected at each probe,
and ends with finalized figures demonstrating performance over time and statistical results reporting
the certainty and magnitude of change. In small-N studies, this processing stream often includes man-
ual entry and manipulation of individual probe data in spreadsheets and manual creation of figures.
However, this approach risks failures in process reproducibility, where the original analysis cannot be
repeated because of underspecified or missing procedural details necessary to reproduce the analysis
(Nosek et al., 2022). Even in cases where the analytical process is well-documented, human-mediated
procedures leave room for errors (Strand, 2021), risking failures of outcome reproducibility - when a
reanalysis obtains a different result than originally reported (Nosek et al., 2022).

Script-based analyses using statistical programming languages are one solution for improving repro-
ducibility in small-N designs (Hardwicke et al., 2018; Kidwell et al., 2016). Using analysis scripts
allows researchers to document each step of their data pipeline and statistical approach. Scripts also
allow peers and collaborators to review and validate the analytical approach as part of the research
workflow. When data and scripts are shared, external researchers can reproduce study results and can
more easily replicate the analysis in future studies. However, script-based analyses and statistical pro-
gramming may be unfamiliar to researchers in CSD, and may pose a high barrier to entry. Therefore,
the first aim of this tutorial is to demonstrate how to use the statistical programming language R to
reproducibly calculate effect size measures common to aphasiology (and which are applicable to other
areas of CSD research) using published data from Wambaugh and colleagues (2017).

Effect sizes in small-N designs in Aphasiology

For small-N studies, characterizing the response to treatment is central to understanding intervention
efficacy, candidacy, and the theoretical mechanisms that underlie treatment success (Kratochwill &
Levin, 2014). However, the optimal methodology for measuring treatment response in small-N studies
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in aphasia and related disorders remains an area of disagreement (Howard et al., 2015). In general,
clinical researchers seek to establish 1) whether a treatment effect exists (i.e., statistical significance
testing) and 2) an effect size that characterizes the magnitude of treatment response. Effect sizes are
essential for validating the clinical relevance of interventions, where the magnitude of the effect (i.e.,
treatment response) is arguably at least as important as its statistical significance. Greater evidence for
an intervention can be established by meta-analysis of multiple small-N studies, which typically fo-
cus on synthesizing effect sizes. Within-subject case-series experimental designs often rely on precise
estimates of individual effect sizes to evaluate relationships between individual factors and treatment
response (Rapp, 2011). Precise effect sizes are also important for estimating statistical power in subse-
quent trials.

There are also domain-specific considerations for estimating effect sizes in small-N designs in aphasia
and related disorders. Heterogeneity in language abilities and performance variability is inherent to
the nature of aphasia, and interventions often engender a wide range of treatment responses. Trends
during the baseline phase are common, making it difficult for researchers to differentiate treatment
response from repeated testing effects. Finally, the outcome variables of interest in most small-N stud-
ies in aphasiology are often generated from closed sets of stimuli or treatment targets, which benefit
from careful modeling to appropriately characterize the data and promote the generalizability of study
findings (Wiley & Rapp, 2018).

Effect sizes common to small-N studies are often sensitive to experimental design choices, which can
obscure successful conceptual replication - our ability to support the same hypothesis through different
experimental approaches. Effect sizes may be sensitive to experimental elements such as the difficulty,
nature, or number of experimental stimuli, how stimuli are matched to participant characteristics, or the
number of observations in the baseline and treatment phases. As a result, even when investigators take
steps to ensure that workflows are reproducible, the choice of effect size can influence interpretation
and replicability within and across small-N studies. This challenge motivates the second purpose of
the present study, which is to help researchers and clinicians make informed decisions and be informed
consumers of effect sizes common to small-N research.

In the following sections, we will review the conceptual definitions of effect sizes common to the small-
N research in aphasia and related disorders and demonstrate their implementation in R using data from
Wambaugh et al. (2017). Afterward, we will calculate and compare each effect size for all cases in
Wambaugh et al. to motivate a discussion of the strengths and limitations of each measure.

Case example: reproducible reanalysis of Wambaugh et al., 2017

Wambaugh et al. (2017) reported the effects of Sound Production Treatment for apraxia of speech and
aphasia for 20 individuals in amultiple-baseline design under two experimental conditions: blocked and
random practice. Sound Production Treatment uses “therapeutic techniques of modeling and repetition,
contrastive practice, orthographic cueing, integral stimulation, and articulatory cueing” in a “response-
contingent hierarchy” to target phoneme production (p. 1744). The expectation is that repeated practice
based on principles of motor learning will improve the production of target phonemes in the treated
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context, and (ideally) generalize to the production of those phonemes in words that are not explicitly
treated.

In Wambaugh et al., (2017), participants received treatment on two lists, one in each experimental
condition (random and blocked). Each list contained treated items and untreated generalization items
for two target phonemes. Items consisted of a single word or occasionally a 2-3 word phrase. For 16/20
participants, treated lists contained 20 items (10 for each phoneme), and untreated lists contained 10
items (5 for each phoneme). For these participants, accuracy was determined based on the production
of the target phoneme within the item. For 4/20 participants, treated lists contained 10 items (5 for
each phoneme), and untreated lists contained 6 items (3 for each phoneme). For these participants,
accuracy was determined based on the production of the entire item (see Wambaugh et al., 2016 for
details on these four participants). All items were probed in a multiple-baseline crossover design with
at least 5 baseline observations. For participants with 20-item treatment lists, accuracy was determined
based on the production of the target phoneme within the item. For participants with 10-item treatment
lists, the entire item was scored (see Wambaugh et al., 2016 for details on these four participants).
While Wambaugh et al., (2017) aimed to compare the effects of randomized versus blocked practice
on treatment outcomes, this tutorial will focus on calculating the following effect sizes: within-case
standardized mean difference (Beeson & Robey, 2006), proportion of maximal gain (Lambon Ralph et
al., 2010), Tau-U (Parker et al., 2011), and effect sizes based on frequentist and Bayesian mixed-effects
models (e.g., Evans et al., 2021).

A reproducible analysis of data from Wambaugh et al., (2017) in R begins by loading necessary pack-
ages and setting a seed for reproducibility.1 The data are stored in separate probe files for each partici-
pant and session, as small-N data are typically collected. By programmatically reading and combining
raw probe data from each session, we avoid modifying the data by hand and minimize the chance for
errors when combining the data manually.2

library(tidyverse) # data wrangling
library(SingleCaseES) # calculating SMD, Tau-U
library(lme4) # frequentist mixed-effects models
library(emmeans) # estimating effect sizes from lme4
library(brms) # bayesian mixed-effects models
library(tidybayes) # estimating effect sizes from brms
library(here) # for locating files

set.seed(42) # set a seed for reproducibility

# create a list of files

1Users need to install packages prior to loading. We recommend the free book “Hands-On Programming with R for those
completely unfamiliar with R (https://rstudio-education.github.io/hopr/) or needing assistance getting started. Installation
of brms includes additional steps which can be found here: https://paul-buerkner.github.io/brms/.

2For the sake of brevity, some helper functions are omitted from the manuscript. However, all code is available in fully
annotated form at https://github.com/rbcavanaugh/reproducibility-aphasia-JSLHR and https://osf.io/7fp3x/.
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files <- list.files(
here("data"), # look in the study-data folder
full.names = TRUE, # use the full paths of the files
pattern = ".csv", # only read in .csv files
recursive = TRUE) # include files within subfolders

# read in the files and combine them together
# save the resulting dataframe in an abject called “df”
df <- files %>%
map_dfr(read_csv, show_col_types = FALSE)

The data is organized in a “tidy” format where each column represents a variable and each row rep-
resents an observation, or a single response to a single item (Wickham, 2014). See Table 1. for a
codebook for column names and Table 2. for the first 5 rows of the data.

Table 1: Variables and descriptions for study data from Wambaugh et al., (2017)

Variable Description

participant de-identified participant ID
condition probe schedule (blocked or random)
phoneme target_phoneme
itemType item condition (treatment or generalization)
phase treatment phase

session session number from Wambaugh 2017
item item identifier
trials number of items in the list (per phoneme)
spt2017 phase used to calcualte effect sizes in Wambaugh et al., 2017
response accuracy of participant response

n_baselines Number of baseline sessions

Table 2: The first 5 rows of data

participant condition phoneme itemType phase session item trials spt2017 response n_baselines

P1 blocked pr tx baseline 1 pr-1 10 pre 0 5
P1 blocked pr tx baseline 1 pr-12 10 pre 0 5
P1 blocked pr tx baseline 1 pr-4 10 pre 0 5
P1 blocked pr tx baseline 1 pr-15 10 pre 0 5
P1 blocked pr tx baseline 1 pr-5 10 pre 0 5

In the following sections, we demonstrate how to calculate each effect size for a single case participant
(participant 10, blocked condition) from Wambaugh et al., (2017). Participant 10’s performance on
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the blocked condition is shown in Figure 1. R code for calculating effect sizes for all participants,
item-types, and conditions in the study is available in the supplemental material S2. We can subset and
summarize performance data for participant 10 as follows.

# Create a dataframe holding only data for participant 10
# The new dataframe is stored in an objected called “P10”
P10 <- df %>%
# filter for participant 10, treated condition, blocked condition
filter(participant == "P10",

itemType == "tx",
condition == "blocked") %>%

# calculate the sum for each level of session, phase and spt2017
group_by(session, phase, spt2017) %>%
summarize(sum_correct = sum(response), .groups = "drop")

Figure 1: Participant 10 performance during baseline and treatment phase for the blocked condition.
Dark circles indicate data points used to calculate dBR and PMG.

Within-case Standardized Mean Difference

Beeson and Robey (2006) advocated for using a within-case standardized mean difference in single-
subject designs and meta-analyses of aphasia single subject research. It is one of, if not the most used
measures in the field (Antonucci & Gilmore, 2019). The within-case standardized mean difference was
initially proposed by Gingerich (1984) and later, Busk & Serlin (1992) as an individual-level effect size
measurement that could be synthesized in meta-analysis. It was originally defined as the difference in
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means between the treatment and baseline phase divided by the standard deviation of the baseline phase.
Beeson and Robey (2006) modified the measure, advocating for subtracting the mean of the baseline
phase ̄𝑥𝐴1

from a post-treatment phase ̄𝑥𝐴2
in the context of anABAdesignwithmultiple probes during

the baseline and post-treatment phases (henceforth, 𝑑𝐵𝑅). This within-case 𝑑𝐵𝑅 statistic represents the
mean change between the end of the treatment phase and the baseline phase divided by the amount of
variability during the baseline phase. It relies on the assumption that observations (i.e., probe sessions)
are mutually independent, and that variability is present and constant within the baseline phase. 𝑑𝐵𝑅
is unbounded, with values greater than zero indicating a positive response to treatment. When there
is no variability in the baseline phase, researchers must decide whether to pool the standard deviation
across phases, use the baseline variability from another condition or participant, or omit the measure
for that series. 𝑑𝐵𝑅 is typically interpreted based on established benchmarks of “small,” “medium,”
and “large”.

𝑑𝐵𝑅 =
̄𝑥𝐴2

− ̄𝑥𝐴1

𝑆𝐴1

(1)

To calculate 𝑑𝐵𝑅 for a single set of data in R, we can calculate the mean of the baseline scores (𝑥𝐴) ,
the mean of the treatment scores (𝑥𝐵), and the standard deviation of the baseline scores (𝑆𝐴). The 𝑑𝐵𝑅
statistic is then calculated by subtracting the baseline scores from the treatment scores and dividing by
the standard deviation. In Wambaugh et al., (2017) the 𝑑𝐵𝑅 statistic was calculated using the last five
baseline time points leading up to treatment and the last two time points in the treatment phase (it is
not uncommon for study designs which do not collect multiple consecutive post-treatment probes to
use probes from the last 2-3 treatment sessions). This information is already included in the dataset
(column “spt2017”), which has values “pre” for baseline, and “post” for treatment for time points that
were included in this calculation, and NA for values not included in the calculation.

While it is relatively straightforward to write a function to calculate 𝑑𝐵𝑅 in R, here we will use a
function from a published package, SingleCaseES, which includes a variety of effect size methods
common to single-case experimental designs (Pustejovsky et al., 2021). We can use the SMD() function
from the SingleCaseES package to calculate 𝑑𝐵𝑅 for participant 10. We start by extracting the number
of correct responses in the baseline and treatment phases, filtering for probe sessions used byWambaugh
et al., (2017) to calculate 𝑑𝐵𝑅. Those data are then used to calculate 𝑑𝐵𝑅.

# Extract the outcomes for the pre- and post-treatment
# Save the outcomes in two objects, called “A” and “B”
A <- P10 %>% filter(spt2017 == "pre") %>% pull(sum_correct)
B <- P10 %>% filter(spt2017 == "post") %>% pull(sum_correct)
# Calculate d BR using the two vectors above
SMD(A_data = A, B_data = B)$Est

[1] 11.46566
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Note that while the SMD() function also returns a confidence interval, its not clear how appropriate
this confidence interval for 𝑑𝐵𝑅, as the standard error is based on the original within-case standardized
mean difference.

Proportion of Potential Maximal Gain.

Lambon Ralph and colleagues (2010) proposed the proportion of potential maximal gain (PMG) as a
method for describing the relative magnitude of improvement, accounting for baseline performance.
PMG was intended to be used in analyses where participants received a different number of treated
items or to account for baseline severity when the same items were assigned to all participants (Lazar
et al., 2010; Snell et al., 2010). This feature makes PMG particularly relevant to the present dataset,
where a fifth of participants received a modified SPT with fewer treated and untreated items.

PMG is defined as the difference in the average number of correct responses between a post-treatment
phase ̄𝑥𝐴2

and the baseline phase ̄𝑥𝐴1
divided by the number of items available to gain during the treat-

ment phase (i.e., the number of items treated less the average number correct during the baseline phase;
Equation 2). PMG ranges between -1 and 1, where values near zero indicate no change and positive
values indicate improvement. PMG can be interpreted as the proportion of improvement relative to the
amount of possible improvement after the baseline phase.

𝑃𝑀𝐺 =
̄𝑥𝐴2

− ̄𝑥𝐴1

𝑛𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 − ̄𝑥𝐴1

(2)

There is no R package that includes a function to calculate PMG to our knowledge. However, creating
such a function is relatively straightforward. A function that calculates PMG similar to the SMD()
function from the SingleCaseES package might take the following form, first calculating the mean of
the baseline phase ( ̄𝑥𝐴1

), the mean of the post-treatment phase ( ̄𝑥𝐴2
), the potential improvement after

the baseline phase, and then calculating the PMG statistic. Similar to 𝑑𝐵𝑅 above, PMG is calculated
below using the last five observations in the baseline phase and the last two observations in the treatment
phase.

# A function for calculating PMG that takes 3 arguments:
# Vectors of the pre-treatment data and the post-treatment data
# and the number of treated items

PMG <- function(a_data, b_data, nitems){
mean_a <- mean(a_data) # calculate mean of the pre-treatment data
mean_b <- mean(b_data) # calculate mean of post-treatment data
change_score <- mean_b-mean_a # calculate the change score
potential_gain <- nitems-mean_a # calculate the potential gain
pmg <- change_score / potential_gain # calculate PMG
return(pmg)
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}

# Use the new function with the A and B data from above
PMG(a_data = A, b_data = B, nitems = 20)

[1] 0.9127907

Tau-U

Tau-U was proposed by Parker et al. (2011) as a collection of non-parametric effect size measures that
use Kendall’s Rank Correlation to evaluate the independence of performance between study phases.
Unlike other approaches discussed in this article, Tau-U is intended to evaluate the degree of non-
overlap between treatment phases rather than the total magnitude of change between phases (Parker et
al., 2011). The Tau statistics are essentially a rescaling of non-overlap of all pairs (Tarlow, 2017) to the
range [-1, 1], where 0 indicates no change and positive values indicate increasing independence between
study phases. In aphasia and related disorders, Tau-U has generally referred to the case of Tau-U with
a correction for baseline trends (Tau-UA VS. B − TREND A). The baseline correction is typically applied if
the baseline slope exceeds a cut-off ideally set a-priori, depending on the researcher’s preference (Lee
& Cherney, 2018). To be consistent with the aphasia literature, we will refer to Tau-U as the general
statistic, specifying Tau-UA VS. B − TREND A or Tau-UA VS. B where relevant.

We can calculate Tau-U as outlined by Lee and Cherney (2018) in R using SingleCaseES First, the
lm() function (linear regression) is used to calculate the slope of any baseline trend.

# start with the dataframe for participant 10
P10 %>%

# filter for only baseline observations
filter(phase == "baseline") %>%
# run a linear regression to calculate the slope of performance
lm(data = ., sum_correct~session) %>%
# extract the coefficients of the regression
coef()

(Intercept) session
2.133333 0.200000

Using the conservative benchmark of 0.33 recommended by Lee and Cherney (2018), we would cal-
culate Tau-UA VS. B (without a baseline trend correction), as the slope of the baseline phase is only 0.2.
To calculate Tau-UA VS. B, we can use the Tau() function. Note that for Tau-U, we use all observations
in the baseline and treatment phases.
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# Extract the outcomes for the baseline and treatment phases
# Save the outcomes in two objects, called “A” and “B”
A <- P10 %>% filter(phase == "baseline") %>% pull(sum_correct)
B <- P10 %>% filter(phase == "treatment") %>% pull(sum_correct)
# Calculate Tau-U without trend correction using the two vectors above
Tau(A_data = A, B_data = B)

ES Est SE CI_lower CI_upper
1 Tau 1 0.02710291 1 1

However, if we had elected to correct for baseline trends and use Tau-UA VS. B − TREND A, we can use
the Tau_U() function. In this case, Tau-UA VS. B = 1, as there are no treatment observations equal to or
less than any one baseline observation, but Tau-UA VS. B − TREND A = 0.95 due to a small baseline trend
correction.

# Calculate Tau-U with trend correction using the two vectors above
Tau_U(A_data = A, B_data = B)

ES Est
1 Tau-U 0.95

Generalized Linear Mixed-effects Models

Linear mixed-effects models (also called hierarchical models, multilevel models) have grown in popu-
larity over the past decade and confer several advantages over traditional repeated measures analyses.
Such advantages include the ability to analyze trial-level responses (e.g., correct, incorrect) rather than
overall session accuracy (Jaeger, 2008), accommodate unbalanced designs and missing outcome data,
and account for variation in both participants and stimuli simultaneously, thereby producing more gen-
eralizable findings (Baayen et al., 2008). In small-N designs, mixed-effects models can adjust for base-
line trends in performance, and allow researchers to evaluate interactions between treatment effects
and other variables such as treatment condition or disorder severity, and can characterize non-linear
changes in performance. Finally, the generalization of mixed-effects models beyond the linear case
(generalized linear mixed-effects model; GLMM) permits researchers to appropriately characterize the
dependent variable using a more appropriate probability distribution and link function, e.g., a binomial
distribution and logistic link for the number of successes in a given number of trials, or a Poisson dis-
tribution and log link function to analyze count data. We direct readers to Wiley and Rapp (2018) for
a primer on mixed-effects models in aphasia research and multiple recent tutorials focused on research
in communication sciences and disorders (Gordon, 2019; Harel & McAllister, 2019).

There are a number of different approaches to modeling longitudinal or repeated measures data for one
or more participants in small-N designs using mixed-effects models. In this paper, we will review an
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approach we have previously used in small-N designs in aphasiology (Evans et al., 2021; Swiderski et
al., 2021) that we find to align well with our conceptual model of multiple baseline designs, noting that
the general concepts likely apply to similarly structured models. This interrupted time series model was
originally advocated for by Huitema &McKean (2000) in the form of a standard linear model (equation
3).

𝑌𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑇𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑡 + 𝛽3[𝑇𝑡 − (𝑛1 + 1)]𝐷𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡 (3)

The model describes the outcome Y at time t using fixed parameters for a baseline slope (𝛽1), level
change (𝛽2) immediately following the onset of treatment, and slope change (𝛽3), representing the
trend difference between the baseline and treatment phases. In this case, T represents the probe session
number at time t, and n1 represents the number of baseline sessions (Huitema, 2011). The level change
and slope change parameters can be interpreted as effect sizes for their respective components. Addi-
tionally, an overall effect size and 95% confidence interval can be obtained by examining the estimated
difference in performance between the end of baseline and end of treatment, accounting for a baseline
trend if desired.

We can extend this model to a generalized linear mixed-effects model for participant 10, by modeling
the response for each item (correct or incorrect) using a binomial distribution and logistic link function.
The model’s fixed effects (the primary effects of interest, Searle et al., 1992) include baseline slope,
level change, and slope change. The random effects (effects for which there is interest in generalizing
to the underlying population - e.g., all potential treated items) allow each item to have its own intercept
and slope (see S1 for the model equation). This is considered a two-level model as repeated measures
(items) are nested within observations (probe sessions) for a single participant.

To implement the two-level model, we start by filtering the original data for the same blocked condition
for participant 10, but maintain the item-level data. Then, we create the level change and slope change
parameters according to equation 3. The baseline slope variable is equivalent to the probe session
number. The level change variable is a categorical dummy variable with values 0 for baseline, and
1 for treatment. The slope change variable multiplies the number of baseline sessions (6) plus 2 by
level change;3 this value is then subtracted from the baseline slope variable. Model coefficients are
visualized in Figure 2.

# Create a dataframe holding item-level data for participant 10
# The new dataframe is stored in an objected called “P10”
P10 <- df %>%
# filter for P10, blocked condition, treated items,
# baseline or treatment phases
filter(participant == "P10",

condition == "blocked",

3In this case, we use the number of baseline sessions plus 2, because the probe schedule at the onset of treatment changed
to every other session. In a design where probes are administered at every session, one would use the number of baseline
sessions plus 1, as in Equation (3).
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itemType == "tx",
phase == "baseline" | phase == "treatment") %>%

# baseline slope is equivalent to the session variable
# level change is 0 for the baseline phase and 1 for treatment phase
# slope change is calculated by subtracting the total number of baseline
# sessions + 2 from the baseline slope variable, and multiplying the
# result by the level change variable. The level change variable is
# then converted to a factor (categorical) variable.
mutate(baseline_slope = session,

level_change = ifelse(phase == "baseline", 0, 1),
slope_change = (baseline_slope - (6+2))*level_change,
level_change = as.factor(level_change))

Figure 2: Participant 10 performance during baseline and treatment phase from Wambaugh et al.,
(2017). Plot annotations indicate Huitema & McKean (2000) model coefficients.

In the code below, the model is assigned to the object “mod1.” The dependent variable is called
“response", consisting of a 1 for correct and 0 for incorrect responses. The three fixed effects in-
clude baseline slope, level change, and slope change. The model also includes random intercepts for
each item and random slopes for baseline slope, level change, and slope change. The family argu-
ment indicates that the dependent variable follows a binomial distribution. An additional argument
specifying an optimizer is included to improve model convergence.4

4Recommendations for convergence and fit warnings: https://bbolker.github.io/mixedmodels-misc/glmmFAQ.html
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# The resulting model is saved as an object called “mod1”
mod1 <-

# a mixed-effects model starts with the glmer() function
glmer(

# response is the dependent variable (0 or 1)
# The independent variables come after the “~” symbol
# the fixed effects
response ~ baseline_slope + level_change + slope_change +
# random effects are in parentheses. item is a random intercept
# while the three effects before the “|” symbol are random slopes
(1 + baseline_slope + level_change + slope_change | item),
# specify the data
data = P10,
# specify the distribution of the dependent variable
family = binomial,
# the optimizer is intended to help with convergence
control = glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa"))

Finally, we can extract the model summary using the summary() command. The fixed effects portion
of the model summary is reported below.

# remove $coefficients to display the entire summary
summary(mod1)$coefficients

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -2.70899519 1.3324187 -2.03314107 0.04203827
baseline_slope 0.01742334 0.3324948 0.05240185 0.95820850
level_change1 2.50787842 1.6943323 1.48015737 0.13883125
slope_change 0.39216545 0.3965121 0.98903790 0.32264460

Model coefficients are returned in logits (or log-odds). Briefly, these results indicate that performance
immediately prior to baseline is predicted to be about 6.2% (achieved by converting the intercept log-
odds to probability). The odds of a correct response rose marginally during the baseline phase, were
12.3 times greater after the first treatment session (calculated by exponentiating the level change log-
odds value of 2.5), and increased by a rate that was 1.5 times greater during treatment than it was during
baseline. Neither the level change nor the slope change coefficient was statistically significant at an
alpha level of .05.

An overall effect size can be calculated using the emmeans package (Lenth, 2021) by contrasting the
estimated model performance at the last treatment session, with and without the level change and slope
change parameters (see supplemental materials S1). This approach assumes that the baseline trend
would have continued linearly in the absence of treatment and indicates that the odds of a correct
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response were 6.8 times greater as a result of treatment at the last treatment session (p = 0.16). Al-
ternatively, in cases where the baseline phase is stable before the onset of treatment, we can contrast
performance at the end of treatment from performance at the end of the baseline. This approach indi-
cates that the probability of a correct response was 9.4 times greater at the end of treatment compared
to the end of baseline (p = .0007).

When there are multiple participants in a study, this approach can be extended to a three-level model
with random effects for both participants and items.5 Because a three-level model can permit partic-
ipants to vary in their intercept (performance at the start of the study), baseline slope, level change,
and slope change, three-level models can characterize change both on average and for each participant.
However, one limitation of the frequentist implementation of the three-level model is that it is difficult
to estimate confidence intervals for individual participants.

Bayesian Mixed-effects Models

Bayesian implementations of mixed-effects models often resolve some challenges to implementing
mixed-effects models in lme4, such as fitting models with more complex random effects structures.
Bayesian models also permit estimation of individual effect sizes with an estimate of uncertainty from
a group-level model. While an in-depth tutorial on Bayesian statistics is outside the scope of this work,6
we summarize the main principles here.

Briefly, Bayesian data analysis is based on the idea that we can estimate a probability distribution for
an effect (the posterior distribution) from the information contained in the data (the likelihood) and
our prior knowledge of the effect (the prior, Nalborczyk et al., 2019). We can summarize an effect by
calculating the mean or median of the posterior distribution and represent an effect’s uncertainty by
describing the tails of the posterior distribution (i.e., a Bayesian credible interval). For example, a 95%
credible interval is interpreted such that there is a 95% probability that the interval contains the true
effect, given the data and prior assumptions. Bayesian models can improve model estimation for small
sample sizes and often permit greater complexity in the random effect structures. This is important
because type-1 errors may increase in models with simpler random effect structure, a common method
of addressing convergence issues that arise with complex models. In the following, we demonstrate
how researchers may use the brms package (Bayesian Regression Models using Stan, Bürkner, 2017)
to implement the group model. To implement the group model, we subset the data for only the treated
items in the blocked condition.

df_glmm <- df %>%
# select the correct phase, condition, and itemType
filter(phase == "baseline" | phase == "treatment",

condition == "blocked",

5Often, a minimum of 5 is recommended, though the necessary number of participants likely depends on the goals of the
researcher. See https://bbolker.github.io/mixedmodels-misc/glmmFAQ

6For further reading on Bayesian statistics in the context of communication sciences and disorders, we refer the reader to
the excellent tutorial article by Nalborczyk and colleagues (2019).
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itemType == "tx") %>%
# create the Huitema model parameters
mutate(baseline_slope = session,

level_change = ifelse(phase == "baseline", 0, 1),
slope_change = (baseline_slope - (n_baselines+2))*level_change,
level_change = as.factor(level_change))

To fit the three-level model for multiple participants in the brms R package (Bürkner, 2017), only a
few modifications are required of the lme4 code. First, the function changes from glmer() to brm().
Second, a group-level intercept for participant and slopes for baseline slope, level change, and slope
change are added to permit participants to vary in their trend during baseline, initial level change, and
overall slope change. Group-level intercepts are also included for items. Third, the brm() function
family argument specifies the Bernoulli family as the special case of the binomial family, where each
observation represents a single trial. Additionally, users should specify the total number of iterations,
the number of iterations to remove at the beginning of sampling, the number of Markov chains, a
seed for reproducibility, and importantly, prior distributions. In this case, we have included a prior
distribution characterized by a mean of zero and standard deviation of 2.5 logits for the baseline slope,
level change, and slope change effects, indicating that we anticipate that these effects are highly likely to
fall within -5 and +5 logits (two standard deviations). At most, this prior distribution would correspond
to improvements of about 85 percentage points for a participant starting around 7.5% accuracy. This
prior is based on our previous use of this model structure Evans et al. (2021) and our understanding
of what range of values constitute reasonable effect sizes. Similarly, we have included a prior on the
intercept, with a mean of -1 and a standard deviation of 2.5. This prior expresses our knowledge of
stimulus selection procedures in the study and the expectation that performance at the start of baseline
will be poor (~27%) but with a wide range of plausible values (~0% accuracy to 72% accuracy). These
priors help to incorporate domain knowledge into the modeling approach by establishing beforehand
knowledge of the data, including the range of reasonable values for the variables in the model.

mod3 <-
brm(
# population level effects (similar to fixed effects)
response ~ 0 + Intercept + baseline_slope + level_change + slope_change +
# group level effects (similar to random effects)
# by-participant group-level effects
(1 + baseline_slope + level_change + slope_change | participant) +
# by-item group-level effects
(1|item),
data = df_glmm, # the data used for the model
family = bernoulli(), # special case of binomial with n=1 trials
iter = 3000, # number of draws per chain
warmup = 1000, # number of draws to toss on "warm up"
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chains = 4, # total number of chains
seed = 42, # set a seed
prior = c( # prior distributions

prior(normal(-1, 2), class = b, coef = Intercept),
prior(normal(0, 2.5), class = b)),

# extra arguments, see rmd file
cores = 4,
file = here("output", "group_brm"),
file_refit = "on_change")

After checking that the model demonstrates adequate fit and convergence (see supplemental materials
S1), we can examine the model using summary(). Again, printed are the population-level effects
(analogous to fixed effects), which are notably very similar to the frequentist three-level model (see
Supplemental Materials S1). The model summary also returns a 95% credible interval, a convergence
statistic (�̂�), and the effective sample size, an estimate of the number of independent Markov chain
samples absent of autocorrelation (not pictured; the reader is referred to Nalborczyk et al. (2019) and
supplemental materials S1. for interpretation guidelines).

# remove $fixed[,0:4] to see the entire summary
summary(mod3)$fixed[,0:4]

Estimate Est.Error l-95% CI u-95% CI
Intercept -3.40679200 0.23670963 -3.88543832 -2.9640354
baseline_slope 0.06295489 0.02337764 0.01649550 0.1100328
level_change1 0.90061169 0.45287149 -0.01494209 1.7760462
slope_change 0.10855856 0.03126962 0.04795764 0.1720307

Individual effect sizes can be obtained by contrasting the model’s posterior predictions for each partici-
pant between the end of baseline and onset of the treatment phase in logits, odds-ratios, percentage gain,
or items gained. This process is conceptually similar to the approaches described for the individual-
level mixed-effects models, and well-commented code is available in the supplemental materials S2
(omitted here due to length). The result is a summary of an estimated distribution of effect sizes in
logits for each participant, with the median of the distribution as the effect size (column ES) and a 95%
credible interval (.lower and .upper). Effect sizes generated in this manner can be converted to odds
ratios, percentage point gain, or an estimate of the number of items gained.

# Printing the top 6 rows of the effect size table reported in S2.
head(bayesian_es, n = 6)

# A tibble: 6 x 8
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participant ES .lower .upper .width .point .interval unit
<chr> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <chr> <chr> <chr>

1 P1 2.19 -0.368 4.99 0.95 median qi logit
2 P10 4.01 1.52 6.75 0.95 median qi logit
3 P11 2.97 1.52 4.61 0.95 median qi logit
4 P12 3.06 1.99 4.13 0.95 median qi logit
5 P13 5.86 4.31 7.51 0.95 median qi logit
6 P14 3.96 2.66 5.34 0.95 median qi logit

Researchers can interpret the magnitude of these effect sizes and examine how much of participants’
credible intervals exceeds 0. Researchers can also define a range of values that are large enough to
be clinically meaningful, and compare each individual’s effect size distribution to this range in order
to examine how many participants demonstrated clinically meaningful effects (Kruschke & Liddell,
2018).

Considerations for selecting effect sizes in small-N designs

In an ideal world, effect sizes in small-N studies are sensitive to a wide range of response patterns,
provide a measure of confidence around the estimate of treatment response, and are interpretable by
clinicians and researchers. Most importantly, they should be robust to experimental manipulation so
that potential differences in effect sizes across cases and studies inform treatment theory and allow for
conceptual replication. As Pustejovsky (2019) writes, “An effect size that is instead sensitive to such
procedural features can appear to be larger (or smaller) because of how the study was conducted rather
than because treatment actually produced large (or small) effects” (p. 218).

Consider recent work examining the effects of semantically-oriented anomia treatments for aphasia.
Different research groups have provided converging and divergent findings for the efficacy and gen-
eralization of semantic treatments over the past three decades (e.g., Boyle, 2010; Evans et al., 2021;
Gilmore et al., 2020) using a variety of related treatment approaches, but also differences in study
designs and analytical methods. In order to make strong conclusions about conceptual replication or
non-replication between these studies, we need to understand how methodological design decisions
and analytical approaches affect conclusions about treatment response. In the following, we review the
strengths and weaknesses of the different effect size measures to help clinician-researchers, and clini-
cians, make informed choices of effect sizes and act as informed consumers when interpreting related
findings between research groups and studies.

There are substantial differences in the mathematical and conceptual approaches to the methods used
to calculate effect sizes described above. Each effect size permits different conclusions about the data,
may map to different formulations of the research question, is differentially sensitive to methodological
decisions, and has conceptual limitations. To illustrate these differences, we calculated effect sizes for
all series in Wambaugh et al., (2017).
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Following Wambaugh et al., (2017), 𝑑𝐵𝑅 was calculated comparing the mean performance for the five
baseline time points preceding the onset of the intervention to the mean of the last two time points of the
treatment phase. We omitted series where baseline variance was zero, choosing not to pool the baseline
variance or derive it from a separate series. Proportion of Potential Maximal Gain was calculated using
the same observations as 𝑑𝐵𝑅. Tau-Uwas calculated following themethods of Lee and Cherney (2018),
including all observations in the baseline and treatment phases. Tau-UA VS. B − TREND A was used when
a linear trend line in the baseline phase exceeded 0.33, otherwise Tau-UA VS. B was calculated. For
simplicity, we collapsed performance across phonemes for 𝑑𝐵𝑅, PMG, and Tau-U.

Because of a large number of convergence errors, even with overly simplified random-effects struc-
tures, while running individual-level models using the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015), we estimated
mixed-effects model-based individual effect sizes using three-level Bayesian mixed-effect models (two
models for each item type and two models for each condition, 4 total models). Based on our experi-
ence, this approach generally returns individual effect size estimates similar to those produced when
frequentist models converge. Individual effect sizes were estimated based on the model predictions of
performance differences between the end of the treatment phase and the end of the baseline phase in
terms of logits and percentage point change. Priors and fitting procedures are reported in the S2.

We provide an interactiveweb app to allow each effect sizemeasure to be compared alongwith each par-
ticipant’s performance: https://rb-cavanaugh.shinyapps.io/reproducible-small-N/. Effect sizes in the
web app can be adjusted by modifying several researcher degrees of freedom, such as the choice to
include all baseline data, set the Tau-U cutoff at 0.33 or 0.4, or extrapolate the baseline slope for the
GLMM effect sizes. Throughout the remainder of the paper, we refer the reader to specific examples
fromWambaugh et al., (2017), where the choice of effect size or analytical decisions can impact the in-
terpretation of an individuals treatment response. These examples are easily viewed using the web-app.
Readers can also use it to form a stronger intuitive understanding of the relationships between differ-
ent measures and performance using real data. Additionally, the relationships between effect sizes are
shown in Figure 3, a scatterplot matrix between the effect size measures that are the focus of this paper.
This figure is available in the web-app, and will change as a result of chosen analytical decisions.

Broadly speaking the scatterplots and correlations demonstrate substantial differences between the var-
ious effect size approaches (Figure 3). We discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each effect size
measure and the reasons for these differences below. A summary of the key strengths and weaknesses
of each effect size is also reported in Table 3.
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Table 3: Summary of major strengths and weaknesses of each effect size measure reviewed

Effect size measure Strengths Weaknesses

Within-case
Standardized Mean
(dBR)

Historically, most common method in aphasia & related
disorders

Influenced by experimental design features (e.g., item
set-size, baseline/treatment length)

Easy to implement No clear solution to cases of low baseline variability
Interpretation depends on benchmark study
Lacks a measure of uncertainty

Proportion of Potential
Maximal Gain (PMG)

Accommodates different item set sizes when comparing
across individuals

Confounded by disorder severity if baseline performance is
associated with disorder severity

Easy to implement Can obscure differences in absolute change scores
Lacks a measure of uncertainty

Tau-U Non-parametric and distribution free Does not fully characterize the magnitude of change
Option to adjust for baseline trends Influenced by ratio of baseline/treatment observations
Easy to implement Lack of easily interpretable scaling; not bounded between

[-1, 1]

Tau-UA VS. B – TREND-A lacks a measure of uncertainty

Generalized linear
mixed-effects models
(GLMM)

Able to adjust for baseline trends Complex to implement

Effect size available in multiple units of measure (e.g.,
logits, odds-ratio, percent, items gained) each with clear
interpretation

Model convergence challenges are common with frequentist
estimation

Pools item-level and/or participant-level data to produce
more generalizable estimates

Confidence/Credible interval width dependent on sample
size

Includes confidence/credible interval

Can estimate group and individual effect sizes from a single
model (Bayesian)
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Figure 3: Relationships between individual effect size measures typically used in aphasia small-N stud-
ies.

Within-case standardized mean difference (𝑑𝐵𝑅)

The primary feature of the scatterplots comparing 𝑑𝐵𝑅 with other effect size measures (Figure 3, first
column) is marked heteroscedasticity: the variability in the relationship between 𝑑𝐵𝑅 and the other
effect size measures increases as 𝑑𝐵𝑅 increases in size. This heteroscedasticity can be explained by
considering that large values of 𝑑𝐵𝑅 can occur due to large changes in performance, low baseline per-
formance variability, or both. No other effect size measure uses baseline variability to index change
(though notably, the mixed-effects models use it to estimate effect size uncertainty). While the initial
motivation for standardizing within-case change by the baseline variability was to create a “standard-
ized” metric that allowed for meta-analysis and comparison across studies (Gingerich, 1984, p. 75), the
within-case standardized mean difference is sensitive to study design choices that should not affect an
effect size (e.g., the number of baseline probe sessions, Pustejovsky, 2019), which makes comparison
between studies, or even participants within the same study, tenuous at best.7 In aphasia and related

7Even measures such as Cohen’s d, for which the original within-case standardized mean difference was based on, have
been criticized for not being as comparable across as is often assumed (see Baguley, 2011).
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disorders, the 𝑑𝐵𝑅 statistic is also typically compared to a meta-analytic “benchmark” study (e.g., Bai-
ley et al., 2015; Beeson & Robey, 2006). However, because the 𝑑𝐵𝑅 statistic is sensitive to differences
in study designs, the benefit of such comparisons is likely limited at best.

Further complicating comparisons across studies or to meta-analytic benchmarks is the fact that the cal-
culation of 𝑑𝐵𝑅 often varies between studies. Authors may choose to include some or all baseline or
treatment observations, accommodate near-zero baseline variability by substituting baseline variance
from other conditions or participants, or average two 𝑑𝐵𝑅 scores calculated within-list versus calcu-
lating a single 𝑑𝐵𝑅 statistic for each list. Wambaugh et al., (2017) calculated 𝑑𝐵𝑅 for each phoneme
within each list, consistent with the SPT benchmark study (Bailey et al., 2015). However, calculating
𝑑𝐵𝑅 collapsing across the two phonemes (as is often done with semantic category in semantically fo-
cused treatments) would have resulted in a substantially larger average 𝑑𝐵𝑅 effect sizes for the treated
(13.5 vs. 8.4) and generalization items (5.1 vs. 2.9). Participant 8 (treated, random condition) provides
a clear example of the effect of averaging 𝑑𝐵𝑅 across two conditions versus collapsing performance
before calculating 𝑑𝐵𝑅. On the other hand, Wambaugh et al., (2017) used the last five baseline obser-
vations preceding the onset of the intervention rather than all baseline time points regardless of phase
length (Bailey et al., 2015). Including all versus the last five baseline time points can influence the
mean of baseline performance and baseline variability, and thus impact 𝑑𝐵𝑅. For example, including
only the last five baseline observations nearly doubles 𝑑𝐵𝑅 for participant 9 (treated, random condi-
tion), even though the average baseline performance during the last 5 observations is higher than the
mean of the entire baseline phase. These differences limit direct comparison of 𝑑𝐵𝑅 across studies,
and their effects are rarely discussed even when they are reported. To make 𝑑𝐵𝑅 comparable across
studies and reproducible, researchers must minimally report the absolute change, baseline variability,
and any deviations from established benchmark studies.

There are additional outstanding criticisms of 𝑑𝐵𝑅 that may negatively impact its utility, which have
been described previously: (1) assumptions of independent observations and constant variance required
by 𝑑𝐵𝑅 are rarely met in single subject designs (Howard et al., 2015); (2) benchmarks for interpreting
𝑑𝐵𝑅 must be established before 𝑑𝐵𝑅 can be interpreted; (3) 𝑑𝐵𝑅 is often applied to binomially dis-
tributed data, where the mean and standard deviation are related, thus introducing bias dependent on
the level of baseline performance. (4) 𝑑𝐵𝑅 is influenced by autocorrelation (Archer et al., 2019), where
performance at one probe session is correlated with the previous session. (5) 𝑑𝐵𝑅 does not account for
baseline trends. We have included 𝑑𝐵𝑅 in this tutorial given its current widespread use. However, given
these considerable limitations and methodological complications, we do not recommend its continued
use in future studies.

Proportion of Potential Maximal Gain

A notable characteristic of PMG in Figure 3 is the similarity between PMG and the mixed-effect model
effect sizes, particularly in terms of percent gain. This relationship is expected for studies such as
Wambaugh et al., (2017), which use strict stimulus-selection methods that are matched to participant
ability. When baseline performance is similar across individuals, PMG will be highly correlated with
absolute change (e.g., percentage point gain estimated by the mixed-effects models). The downside of
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this approach is that where absolute change is equivalent, differences in PMG are attributable to differ-
ences in baseline performance. If a group of participants has the same absolute change (an increase of
10 out of 20 items), PMG can vary drastically: from 0.5 if a participant averages 0% correct at baseline
to 1.0 if a participant averages 50% correct at baseline. For example, examine participants 11 and 12
(treated items, blocked condition, using the last 5 baseline observations) in the web-app. Both partici-
pants improve by roughly 9 items, but PMG = 0.95 for participant 11 and PMG = 0.62 for participant
12. The difference is driven only because participant 11 averaged about 50% (10 items) correct at base-
line while participant 12 averaged about 25% (5 items) correct. The consequence of this feature is that
for studies that use stringent stimulus selection procedures, PMG will largely index absolute change.
Alternatively, for studies with more variability in baseline performance across participants (e.g., for
studies providing the same items to all participants), PMG will be correlated with baseline severity
even if severity does not moderate response to treatment. For such studies, finding that treatment was
more beneficial for milder participants could simply be an artifact of the choice of PMG as an effect
size. Ultimately, for appropriate comparison of performance between participants and across studies,
researchers must consider these features of PMG.

PMG was intended to be used in analyses where participants received a different number of treated
items or to account for baseline severity when the same items were assigned to all participants. PMG
serves a similar purpose in this data, providing a measure of change on the same scale for all partic-
ipants, even though 4 participants received fewer treated and untreated items in a modified protocol
(see Wambaugh et al., 2016). As with 𝑑𝐵𝑅, PMG does not provide a level of certainty; thus, estimating
PMG cannot distinguish whether or not change is unlikely to occur by chance alone, or whether two
values of PMGmight be different. Ultimately, alternative methods of estimating individual effect sizes
can better account for differences in item set size (e.g., mixed-effects models), have less potential for
dependence on baseline severity, and include a measure of uncertainty. For these reasons, we recom-
mend researchers pursue other effect size measures if applicable to their study design, particularly if
they are interested in the relationship between aphasia severity and treatment response. If used, best
practice would include reproducible analyses that report unstandardized change scores.

Tau-U

Tau-U is a non-parametric effect size measure designed to demonstrate the degree of overlap between
phases but is not intended to distinguish between the magnitude of treatment response when there is no
overlap. The large degree towhich Tau-U diverges from other effect sizes is readily apparent in Figure 3,
where there are clear ceiling effects. In other words, where Tau-U is equal to 1, there is a wide variation
in the other effect size measures. These cases are characterized by no overlap between the baseline and
treatment phases but widely varying degrees of change from baseline to the end of treatment. For
example, compare participant 1 and participant 2 (treated items, blocked condition). Both participants
have Tau-U scores = 1, but participant 1’s absolute change is less than half of participant 2. This
limitation of Tau-U has been discussed previously (Wolery et al., 2010) but is often overlooked. The
consequence is that interpretations of Tau-U (e.g., large: 0.60 to 0.80, very large: 0.80 to 1, Vannest
& Ninci, 2015) are not comparable to other effect sizes discussed here. For example, Tau-U fell in the
“large” or “very large” range for nearly all treated conditions, but ranged from no effect to a large effect
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size by 𝑑𝐵𝑅 standards. Researchers, reviewers, and consumers should be aware of this conceptual
difference when interpreting Tau-U and comparing effect sizes across the literature.

There have been a number of additional criticisms of Tau-U recently, summarized by Tarlow (2017):
(1) Tau-U has inconsistent terminology and multiple mathematical definitions, which generate
different values and thus require researchers to be aware of and transparent about which Tau-U
they have employed, (2) While Tau-UA VS. B is bounded between -1 and 1, the baseline-corrected
Tau-UA VS. B − TREND A is not, and can return inflated values ranging from -2 to 2 (3) Tau-U data cannot
be visualized graphically (4) the degree of baseline correction is influenced by the ratio of the number
of observations in the baseline phase to the treatment phase. Like 𝑑𝐵𝑅, this final point is pertinent to
studies such as Wambaugh et al., 2017, where the number of baseline points varies across participants
to demonstrate experimental control and also varies based on whether an intervention was provided
first or second within an individual participant. Moreover, the choice of cutoff for using a baseline
correction can affect Tau-U estimates between participants with varying degrees of baseline trend
within and across studies. Finally, there is no clear confidence interval for Tau-UA VS. B − TREND A
(Pustejovsky et al., 2021), which is evident when using the Tau() versus Tau_U() functions in
SingleCaseES.

Generalized Linear Mixed-effects models

While frequentist mixed-effects models address some of the limitations of 𝑑𝐵𝑅, PMG, and Tau-U, dif-
ficulty obtaining convergence with item-level logistic mixed-effects models is a common occurrence in
our experience. Wiley and Rapp (2018) suggest that individual models can be run to statistically exam-
ine change and estimate effect sizes for each participant. However, a substantial number of individual-
level models in the Wambaugh et al., (2017) data set failed to converge, even with overly-simplified
random effects structures, which are likely to return anti-conservative standard errors for repeated mea-
sures data. The reason for non-convergence and singular fit warnings in this data likely stem from two
issues: relatively few items per list (especially in the case of generalization items) and some occasions
of near-complete separation (i.e., performance at floor) during the baseline phase. The best practices
for dealing with convergence and fit warnings are still a matter of debate (Meteyard & Davies, 2020).
How researchers accommodate non-convergence and singular fit introduces additional “researcher de-
grees of freedom,” which can impact replication. These decisions add to the complexity of mixed-effect
models and underscore the need for reproducible analysis when they are used.

One benefit of the interrupted time series model is the ability to adjust for a baseline trend, though
determining the cases in which to do so can be challenging (Manolov et al., 2019). Calculating effect
sizes using the more conservative method of projecting out performance to the end of treatment based
on baseline trend may underestimate change if a baseline trend levels off and stabilizes before the
start of an intervention. Alternatively, failing to account for a trend may attribute too much change
to the onset of treatment (see participant 20, treated items, random condition). Visual or statistical
analysis of the baseline trend may be useful, nothing that if there are less than 5 baseline measurement
occasions, the trend may be unreliable (Huitema, 2011). Overall baseline trends may be poor predictors
of ongoing performance if stability is reached in the final 3-5 baseline sessions; it may not be appropriate
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to extrapolate the baseline slope in these cases (see participant 16, treated items, random condition).
The use of an unrelated “untreated” condition that is simply exposed to repeated probing through the
intervention may further clarify whether or not it is necessary to extrapolate the baseline phase. If there
is minimal change due to repeated probing in a balanced, untreated condition, a reasonable assumption
may be that baseline trends reflect noise rather than a trend.

Another benefit specific to the generalized linear mixed-effects approach is the ability to report effect
sizes in different units: logits, odds-ratios, percentage point gain, or the number of items gained, which
can inform different research questions. Effect sizes in units of logits and odds-ratios are insensitive
to item set size, unbounded, and, relative to percent correct or number correct units, place more value
on change for individuals who perform closer to floor or ceiling at baseline. For example, logits and
odds ratios will indicate that a 5-item change from 0/20 to 5/20 items or 15/20 to 20/20 items is greater
than a 5-item change from 8/20 to 13/20 items. Percentage point gain is similarly agnostic to item
set size, but will return the same effect size for the three cases noted above (a 25 percentage point
improvement). Interpreting change in terms of the number of items gained will reflect differences
in item set size, and similarly considers these three cases to be equivalent (a 5 item improvement).
The non-linear relationships between these scales make them helpful for answering different research
questions. For example, if a researcher is interested in comparing two studies that treat substantially
different numbers of items, it may be desirable to use the number of items gained since the other units
may overstate relative improvement in the study with fewer items.

Additionally, when baseline performance is highly variable across participants, using logits may be
advantageous because they are less subject to floor and ceiling effects whereas percentage point gain
or the number of items gained may unfairly penalize participants who perform well during the baseline
phase, as they have less room for improvement. Logits may also be preferred when studyingmoderators
of treatment effects because using bounded percent or number correct metrics can lead to out-of-bounds
predictions or distortions in coefficient estimates. Finally, logits have a clearer basis for interpretation
(i.e., the log-odds of a correct response) than standardized mean difference, proportion of maximal gain,
or Tau-U.

Bayesian models, for both individual participants and groups, are often well-suited to smaller sample
sizes and recommended for convergence and fit challenges in frequentist mixed-effects models (Bates
et al., 2015). Bayesian models for groups of participants readily provide estimates of effect sizes and
associated credible intervals for individuals, which allows researchers not only to establish whether a
treatment worked on average, but also to identify the number of participants for whom there is reliable
evidence of a treatment effect - a critical need for future aphasia research (Breitenstein et al., 2022).
Estimating individual-level effects from a group model can improve reliability and reduce overfitting
through partial pooling, where extreme observations are pulled towards the group average (Nalborczyk
et al., 2019).

One criticism of Bayesian statistics concerns the use of priors, which some researchers argue can have
an outsized influence on model results. In this tutorial, and papers used in our lab, we generally advo-
cate for using “weakly regularizing” prior distributions, which improve model sampling and estimation,
only assuming a range of plausible treatment effects centered around zero. When used appropriately,
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this feature of the Bayesian approach helps to constrain findings to what may be considered an a pri-
ori reasonable range of effects, reduce regression to the mean, and formally incorporate researchers’
existing knowledge to increase the precision of model parameter estimates (Nalborczyk et al., 2019).

Neither the frequentist nor Bayesian implementations of the interrupted time series model (Huitema
& Mckean, 2000) discussed in this tutorial explicitly account for temporal autocorrelation (e.g., the
correlation between performance on adjacent sessions), though it may be advantageous to do so in
future work. Additionally, the ability to detect reliable changes is dependent on sample size, in terms of
the number of participants, items, and measurement occasions. Simulation-based power analysis may
be used to anticipate the needed sample sizes and the growing number of studies using similar models
(Evans et al., 2021; Swiderski et al., 2021), and the present data, should make power analysis for these
models more feasible.

General Discussion

In this tutorial, we demonstrated how to conduct reproducible analysis of small-N treatment research
using the statistical programming language R and how effect size selection and implementation can
affect the interpretation and replication of findings within and across studies. This tutorial aims to
serve as a starting place for researchers engaged in small-N studies to begin incorporating reproducible
analyses into their regular workflow and better understand how their choice of effect size measure can
threaten successful replication. Discussions of effect size strengths and weaknesses are intended to help
researchers and clinicians be more informed consumers of this important body of research.

While we have described a number of differences across analytical approaches, all methods described
here require researchers to make many small decisions in the process of analyzing small-N data. Which
data points should researchers include in their analysis? Should we pool variance across phases, and
how dowe adjust 𝑑𝐵𝑅 for cases of no baseline variability? When should we correct for a baseline trend?
How do we address mixed-effects model non-convergence or select appropriate random effects? Many
of these decisions are difficult to anticipate a-priori during study conceptualization (and ideally, pre-
registration), yet they are critical for promoting successful study replication. The extent and influence
of these degrees of freedom underlie the importance of reporting fully reproducible analyses, promoting
transparency in small-N design research. Such dissemination also reduces barriers to successful meta-
analysis of small-N designs, which is necessary for reaching scientific consensus.

This tutorial has focused on effect sizes common to the small-N literature in aphasia and related dis-
orders, but there are alternative effect sizes with desirable qualities that are likely to be of interest to
the field. For example, the gradual effects model (Swan & Pustejovsky, 2018) is able to capture non-
linear change under normal, count, and binomial data generating processes, and describe change in
an interpretable, unstandardized effect size. The Log-response and Log-odds ratios also have desir-
able properties for estimating change across the binomial and count data typical of small-N studies in
aphasia (Pustejovsky, 2018).

We offer modest guidance for researchers wondering about the “best” analytical approach and effect
sizes for small-N designs in aphasia and related disorders, based on our discussion and comparison of
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effect sizes in Wambaugh et al., (2017). First and foremost, researchers should select effect sizes that
align with their research questions and are well-suited to their study design. Any discontinuity between
the research question and statistical method limits the conclusion drawn from the study. Second, while
all effect sizes reviewed in this tutorial have limitations, researchers should be particularly cautious
in their use of 𝑑𝐵𝑅 and PMG, given the lack of established confidence intervals and sensitivity to
experimental manipulations. The Tau-U statistics are well supported in the single-case experimental
design literature, but only describe the degree of non-overlap between phases rather than the magnitude
of treatment response.

Of the effect sizes common to small-N studies in aphasia and related disorders, we recommend using
mixed-effects models, which can generate effect sizes that are accompanied by uncertainty and are more
robust to experimental manipulations. While this tutorial was intended to make mixed-effects models
more approachable, we recognize that they are complex and require additional statistical expertise. The
alternative approaches noted (i.e., the gradual effects model, log-response and log-odds ratios) above
may strike a better compromise between complexity and rigor but are outside of the scope of this tutorial.
Ultimately, the reality is that choosing the “best” effect size is highly context-dependent. Researchers
must be knowledgeable about the strengths and weaknesses of their chosen method and transparent
about how their methodological decisions and the choice of statistical method might influence their
conclusions.

Pursuing reproducible research using script-based approaches is a critical first step in addressing the
challenges common to analyzing small-N studies in aphasia and related disorders. Given the impact of
small-N studies on clinical rehabilitation services, we argue that sharing data and script-based analyses
is research best practice and should be a minimum standard for our field. Pairing reproducible analyses
with informed selection of effect sizes can improve scientific rigor and transparency and the mapping
between research questions and analytical techniques and facilitate more robust tests of conceptual
replications across studies.
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Table and Figure Captions

Figure 1. Participant 10 performance during baseline and treatment phase for the blocked condition.
Dark circles indicate data points used to calculate dBR and PMG.

Figure 2. Participant 10 performance during baseline and treatment phase from Wambaugh et al.,
(2017). Plot annotations indicate Huitema & McKean (2000) model coefficients.

Figure 3. Relationships between individual effect size measures typically used in aphasia small-N
studies.

Table 1. Variables and descriptions for study data from Wambaugh et al., (2017)

Table 2. The first 5 rows of data

Table 3. Summary of major strengths and weaknesses of each effect size measure reviewed
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